
Perpetual Care - Psalm 23:5-6 10-3-21
As we’ve gone through this Psalm, from the beginning there has been clear reference to 

the Shepherd and his sheep where the language and imagery is quite obvious regarding the 
Shepherd caring for his sheep. Also, this being poetry, we should know that the imagery is not to 
be taken literal as if David is a literal sheep where he lies down in literal green pastures and so 
on. There is imagery here that is metaphorical in its meaning, which is to bring out the 
relationship between the Shepherd and his sheep. As we should know this is describing the 
relationship between Jesus and true believers. This we’ve made clear. So in explaining this 
connection David has used some recognizable sheep, Shepherd, and nature language. This we 
need to keep in mind throughout this Psalm, because when we get to verse 5 we could get thrown 
off a bit. Now David starts talking about a table and what seems like a description of a feast. And 
he talks about anointing and oil. That doesn’t seem to be sheep/Shepherd kind of language, but it 
is. And in that, if we keep that context, then we can understand a little bit better what David is 
bringing out here. Also, the fact that David speaks of his enemies makes it seem like this may 
have been written when Saul was persecuting David and coming after him, which brings in a 
literal element for that part that can help bridge the gap to the spiritual meaning of the text, in 
what God intends to say to believers. And as we’ve said, this is what we need to take into our 
lives, making use of this truth day by day. The truth of God’s Word should always be applied to 
the issues of life. So what does God mean by what He says and how is that relevant for us right 
now? That is to be our intention when we open up God’s Word. 

It is quite sobering to think about everything that is needed to get through life with all the 
daily decisions we need to make with the pressure we feel with the emotional and mental stress 
that accumulates. There is so much that goes into each day and so much of that can bring us 
down and down. It can if we do not have the source of nourishment we need at our disposal and 
the desire and ability to take in that nourishment. It’s that living water of the Holy Spirit from the 
well of Christ that believers draw from and are to draw from continuously. We talked about this 
back when Jesus met the woman at the well where He brought to her attention her desperate need 
of the living waters that only He gives. She was a broken cistern trying to draw water from her 
own sinfulness and it left her empty. And it led her on paths that were in the opposite direction of 
where she needed to go. She was led by her own sinfulness on paths of enslavement and not 
freedom, of unrighteousness and not righteousness. All the while, remember, she had religious 
beliefs that she held onto, that she thought were right. That is until she drew from the well of 
Jesus by His grace. Then all of that changed. 

We need what God gives to get through life, because if we don’t we are either going to be 
miserable now and more later or we are going to be deluded into thinking we are fine and going 
the right direction now, but we will come to find out of what our true misery is when it is too 
late. This is a warning to professing Christians and a call to action for those who have ears to 
hear, to be fed and energized by what God says, so you can get through life. 

Here in verses 5 and 6 we see similarities to earlier where David highlights the 
sovereignty of God at the outset and then showcases what that means for him, and all true 
believers. The sovereignty of God is that God is always at work to fulfill what His purpose is and 
in that He is in control over all the events that happen. There is nothing that happens outside of 
His plan, His will, and His purpose. Within that there are sheep that exist and some are cared for 
by Jesus, which, for them, means abundant life and bountiful blessing. Let’s see more of what 



that abundant life looks like and what that bountiful blessing includes. As we look at verses 5 and 
6 today, before we return to John 10, we will examine, 1) The works of Christ as the good 
Shepherd and the effects of Christ as the good Shepherd, and 2) The results of Christ as the good 
Shepherd all under the title of His perpetual care for His sheep.

So the first work of Christ is that Jesus prepares a table for His sheep in the presence of 
their enemies. Here, again, we need to remember that this has specific reference to David and his 
actual enemies, but this applies to all believers as well. Also, remember that this is in the context 
of a Shepherd caring for His sheep, so we shouldn’t jump right away to this being about a feast, 
though there can be connections made. More likely, this table could be a reference to the flat 
ground, plateau, or mesa that a shepherd brings his sheep to. This is a place of gazing that is 
sought after by the shepherds during the summer months. It is one of the destinations that the 
shepherd leads the sheep to as they are constantly moving to newer grounds. But even though 
this is a sought after destination, it doesn’t come without risks. This open area is a place where 
predators like to capitalize on unsuspecting, wandering, distracted sheep. So what needs to be 
done first to ensure the safety of the sheep the best that the shepherd can is he must go to this 
tableland before them and prepare it. The shepherd surveys the land for any sign of predators or 
any other dangers that may be there, like plant life that is dangerous for the sheep. So in the 
presence of many dangers the shepherd prepares the tableland for the sheep, so the sheep can be 
provided for, protected, and live without fear. This doesn’t mean that there won’t be dangers, but 
their shepherd has gone before them. 

This should give us concern if Jesus is less that fully God and fully man and less than 
fully sovereign in His whole work of salvation. But He is not less in any of these. He is the 
fullness of these in absolute perfection. Therefore, though there are dangers, the outcome is 
accomplished by this Shepherd for the welfare of His sheep. In this work of preparation we need 
to see that Jesus knows the schemes of the devil better than the devil himself. Given this, Jesus 
knows how to prepare this land for His Sheep. Predators can be waiting to attack and they may 
attack when the sheep are here, but God has sovereignly declared to the devil, which is 
embedded in every true salvation, that he cannot take our life. He may inflict pain of all sorts, but 
even those are meant for and worked out for our own good. Job is a gift to us in that he is an 
illustration of this care of the Shepherd who is perfect and uses affliction for good. Even the 
dangerous plantlife that the sheep can eat are these enemies. Everything that Jesus allows to 
attack us or allows us to eat will not kill us, but is a tool used to bring out further realities of our 
redemption. The last reality ultimately being our entrance into glory through physical death. So 
we can rest, knowing that Jesus has prepared this place for us. 

Just like a human shepherd, this preparation took hard work and suffering. This took a 
sacrifice of time and effort. In taking on human flesh Jesus has done this work of preparation. He 
has obeyed the law and He has suffered under the law. He has worked for the spread of His truth 
and suffered for His truth in the presence of His enemies. He did all this, so that His sheep could 
be cared for, provided for where their greatest need is met. This was even when wickedness came 
at Him, even to the point of His death. But His preparation reaches past death. 

And the effects of this preparation can be seen in that even when enemies attack, even 
when they are present, Christ’s sheep will be provided for and protected. When Paul struggled 
with the thorn in his flesh, even when it was attacking so bad that he asked for it to be taken 
away, the reply from God was, “My grace is sufficient for you.” So when someone can be 



tempted so strongly with any passion of the flesh whether it be drunkenness, impurity, or greed, 
Jesus in His Word says that He is enough, His grace is sufficient. He is the one who fills the 
heart’s desire, so nothing is needed to find contentment that is outside of Him and the truth that is 
in Him. We may find joy in other things that can bring honor to Jesus, but they don’t fulfill the 
heart like He does. But this desire for contentment elsewhere can be an attack. Something else 
that can attack, especially young people today, is the motive of entitlement where they can give 
in to the idea that they deserve whatever they think they deserve, they have a right to it and if 
they don’t get what they deserve, according to them, then it is so unfair. But when Jesus goes 
before us we then can, by His Spirit alone, recognize how wrong those motives are and come to a 
humility that encourages hard work and dedication. And when that is lived out then someone can 
rest in Christ’s power and purpose, not their own. So those in Christ won’t be taken down by 
these impure motives. We must also see that right now many enemies are waiting to attack when 
you stand for any biblical principle that confronts the cultural shifts of our society. But in this, 
Jesus prepares that tableland, so that any attacks that come toward His sheep, they can’t 
ultimately take them out. Instead they are merely superficial and earthly, used for good and 
refinement.

The next work of Christ as the good Shepherd and the effects that David brings up is that 
Jesus anoints the head of His sheep with oil. This is also a statement that can throw us off, 
because we don’t think about sheep getting anointed with oil right away, but we need to 
remember this context and take the time to look a little deeper. Often times the shepherd would 
cover a sheep’s head with ointments or oil, because that would keep insects away. Sheep could 
get infested with these insects. So now as we think about this statement that David makes we 
need to recognize three things that can help us understand what this imagery means for our 
spiritual lives. One, the use of words like anointing or oil in Scripture often refers to the Holy 
Spirit and His work. Two, the anointing of oil on the sheep’s head is significant. And three, Jesus 
is the one who gives this to the sheep. When we recognize these three aspects then there are 
passages that can come to mind that zero in on the Spirit of truth where He leads believers into 
His truth, where He teaches us, so that we can know what is true and what is false, and where we 
have the mind of Christ with the Spirit who enables us to understand spiritual truths and judge all 
things, learning, having wisdom and discernment in what is good, right, and true. This anointing 
that Jesus’ sheep receive is so that they do not get infested with worldly insects that are 
ideologies, beliefs that portray the mind of the world. The Spirit of truth is to keep us from 
getting infested with unbiblical bugs in our mind. This then will naturally affect how we think 
when it comes to life issues that demand this critical thinking. Because of the regenerating work 
of the Spirit and the anointing of the Spirit all given by Jesus, a sinner is now a thinker. Not an 
immediate scholar with perfect understanding of theological terms, but we start to think 
differently. We start to recognize what things of this world are contrary to the ways and Word of 
God. These are the effects of this work of Christ. 

Before I became a believer I didn’t give evolution much thought, but shortly after God 
saved me I started to recognize that a lot of my friends believed in evolution. As the Spirit caused 
me to recognize this He also caused to me study God’s Word in light of that worldview of 
evolution. Also, after God saved me I was a part of a youth ministry that was operating from a 
belief that you have a free will in salvation, so therefore you must co-operate with God to be 
saved. As I saw more and more that theology worked out practically in ministry and evangelism I 



came to see how contrary that was to God’s truth. In that time the Spirit really was teaching and 
causing me to critically think in light of those really unbiblical issues that I recognized more and 
more. So in that I studied that issue a lot, because I saw the many direct, dangerous effects it had 
on people. Jesus anoints us with the oil of the Spirit, so that the Spirit can work in us in order for 
us to recognize more and more what is for God and what is against God. In that work He protects 
us from an infestation of worldly, humanistic beliefs. This is a process though, a process in the 
life-long progression of the Christian life by the Spirit, which is sanctification. The Spirit may 
allow us to flirt with a belief or even hold onto a belief for a time, but the Scriptures testify with 
great confidence that the Spirit will bring a believer to a clear understanding of the gospel and 
many of the main implications that come from it. 

So essential to this is the effect that the good Shepherd has on the role of the under-
shepherd, the pastor, and his duty to be clear in what he says from the pulpit. That is a main tool 
that the Spirit uses to anoint the sheep’s heads with oil, which is to give understanding, wisdom, 
and discernment to the rest of the flock. An under-shepherd’s duty is to teach theological truth 
and explain the implications that they have on our lives whether it has to do with self-
government, home government, church government, or civil government, whether it has to do 
with sound doctrine, evangelism, education, entertainment, politics, family, or whatever else. The 
Bible speaks about all things, so we are to speak about all things. This makes it very clear that 
God’s Word is very relevant to every part of life. That’s why we should never shy away from any 
of these subjects. And when certain issues are happening within society, the under-shepherd 
should be bringing them up. This demands a balance, because too often can we go to one 
extreme or the other. 

With this, let me speak about a specific infestation that has happened in the minds of 
professing Christians, which is effecting us a great deal right now. This has to do with the 
meaning, distortion, and the effects of what is known as the separation of church and state. 
Biblically, historically, and Constitutionally the meaning of separation of church and state is 
about freedom of religion. This has to do with the government not being allowed to impose any 
authority in the realm of the church nor is the government allowed to establish any one national 
religion that everyone is to follow. This also has to do with the freedom to express your religious 
beliefs in any area of your life, which does not mean that any one person is forcing their religion 
on another person. There is a freedom to express and persuade and there is a freedom to choose 
for all people. But in recent times this meaning has been flipped on its head where people have 
changed its meaning to mean that you cannot express your religious beliefs in any realm of the 
public square whether it is in the schools, the governments, or anywhere else. Your religious 
beliefs have to stay private. This is the very opposite of what separation of church and state 
means and what this new distorted meaning does is it actually takes away freedom of religion 
and freedom of speech and imposes religious beliefs of its own filling the void that’s left. The 
redefinition of this issue actually comes from a worldview of religious beliefs. All people are 
religious and are governed by their beliefs. So if the basic freedoms we have had are taken away, 
then something has to fill that void, and it is not freedom. This is an infestation of bugs that has 
corrupted the minds of Christians and has made many go along with it, because there wasn’t 
understanding and discernment happening before it. And this shift has been gradual, which 
means that it has not been detected by Christians mainly, because of the lack of understanding 
and discernment and action that was already there beforehand. But the sheep of Christ are to 



have the mind of Christ, because of this anointing that all true believers have been given. But 
again, I say, where is it? Where is the evidence?

The last work of Christ and its effects is the sheep’s cup overflowing. This highlights the 
blessing that the sheep of Christ receive from their good Shepherd. Because Jesus drank the cup 
of God’s wrath that was to be poured out on us sinners, He then fills our cup with His life and the 
blessings flow from that cup. He pours His life into our hearts by the Spirit and His heart is by 
nature overflowing to begin with, so the effect that it has on those that are saved is that our cup 
then overflows. This is what our reality is, but it doesn’t always feel like it. In fact, it often may 
not feel like it, but remember, our feelings like to deceive us. We are to lean on this truth of God 
regardless of our feelings and circumstances, which is one of the most difficult parts of the war. 
But reflecting on this and learning more about what this all means is the way in which God 
nourishes and strengthens us. And because of this, we then should rejoice in the results of Christ 
as our good Shepherd, which is what David does in verse 6.

He first says, “Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days of my life.” Right 
away we need to define our terms, one in particular, which is goodness. Goodness is not to be 
defined by the worldly standard that we naturally try to define it by. Goodness must be defined 
by the standard of God’s righteousness, which as this is applied to the sheep of Christ, it is the 
goodness that comes from Jesus alone. This is the goodness that follows the follower of Christ. 
So at the core of this goodness is a right standing before God from the goodness of Jesus as our 
Substitute. This means that this goodness many times is not comfort in this life, prosperity in this 
life, or friendship with the world. It is first being held in the hand of a gracious God, because of 
Jesus and then seeing the effects of that while there may be discomfort, poverty, strife, or any 
other hardship. Goodness must be defined by peace with God, because of the new life that is in 
Christ, who is Himself peace. This is the only context in which anyone can say, “Goodness and 
mercy shall follow me all the days of my life.” This is even more clear when mercy is the partner 
of goodness. Mercy is pity, compassion on the undeserved. We know that life is such a battle. 
That’s why we need Jesus as our good Shepherd. He is goodness incarnate and His role as 
Shepherd is merciful in itself. So this statement can be seen as the summary of the perpetual care 
that the sheep of Christ receive from their Shepherd. This is to take into account all that has been 
said in this Psalm that exalts the works, effects, and results of Jesus as the good Shepherd, of His 
sovereign grace for His sheep.   

Here it should be sobering to think about what the situation is for those who are not 
Jesus’ sheep. It is the opposite. Badness and condemnation shall follow them all the days of their 
life. That is unless they hear the Shepherd’s voice through the message that is about His saving 
grace and they then come to enter by Him who is the door and enter into the fold to be part of 
Jesus’ flock. But think about the situation that many people face. And many of them are 
professing Christians. They are lost without realizing it, because especially in our society today 
we lift high a moral goodness that we think we have, but we don’t by nature and by action. If 
people are showing evidence of this then think about what is following them. It is not goodness 
and mercy! So we should have a desire in our daily lives to reach out to those around us who 
show evidence that they are not Christ’s sheep. We should do so with a burden for their souls, 
because we want nothing more than for them to dwell in the house of the LORD forever. 

Once someone truly becomes one of Jesus’ sheep they will dwell in the house of their 
Lord and Savior for all of eternity. They will not dwell outside, but at the moment of their 



salvation they will enter in by the door who is Jesus and inside they will permanently, 
perpetually dwell. Like a hen who gathers her chicks under her wings, so Jesus gathers His sheep 
under His care. This is the beautiful culmination of what John 10 has said thus far and what this 
Psalm has said. It shows us in great detail the life of Jesus’ sheep from them entering the door, to 
becoming part of the fold, to going in and out following their Shepherd into green pastures, 
beside still waters, even through the valley of the shadow of death, and up on the tableland, all as 
they hear and recognize His voice. It is in all of that detail that we should live in the confidence 
of how this Psalm ends, which is centered on the sovereign grace of Jesus Christ. This 
confidence is to show itself as we see the evidence of living faith abiding whether it is warring 
against our sin or whether it is growing in our understanding of God’s will or whether it is 
obeying all of what Jesus has commanded us to obey as we live life in His world. 


